The Scotland 5G Centre
Paul Coffey CEO

Set up in October 2019
we have an instrumental role
in delivering Scottish
Government’s 5G strategy.

About
The Scotland 5G Centre is the national platform for
5G acceleration and deployment, to realise its
economic and social potential for Scotland. We are
here to enable businesses to reap the benefits of
this new technology, bringing together
entrepreneurs with a network of small businesses,
larger corporates and government bodies.

Founding Partners
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Why is 5G Important?
Challenges
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ageing populations
Rural and distributed people
Expansion of cities
Climate Change
Net Zero Obligations
Rapid pace of change
Financial Constraints

Opportunities
5G will support disruptive new ways of
working, living and solving problems.

Mission
Tailored for
Scotland
Ensuring Scotland’s
priorities, global
opportunities and
challenges are
addressed to
maximum benefit

Permanence
Providing an
informed national
focal point for all
aspects of 5G

Knowledge
Exchange

Capacity &
Capability

Identifying,
establishing and
disseminating best
practice in
addressing 5G’s
challenges

Facilitating
collaboration to
open pathways
to markets,
expertise and
funding

Promotion
Supporting new
5G application
and services that
are scalable and
viable

S5GConnect Programme
Purpose, Mission, Vision, Impact, Services

£4m Funding
package to support the
establishment of a network of hubs
to accelerate the adoption of 5G
across Scotland.

About S5GConnect
• consist of several hubs spread out across the
country covering urban and rural areas.

• each hub is designed to be regionally
relevant.
• ensuring the benefits of 5G will improve the
connectivity for the local communities and
businesses.
• reflecting the Scottish Government’s
economic priorities in a COVID era.

Create

• working alongside the national network of
new
tools
andcentres
services
to
existing
innovation
and development
agencies. cyber-crime activities.
combat

Awareness
✓ online and physical events to help you
get up to speed about 5G

Evaluate
✓ access to the 5G Innovation Platform
and sandbox environment
✓ develop, prototype, test and
demonstrate new products and
services through innovation challenges

Enable
✓ consultancy, coaching and mentoring
support on how 5G could scale your
business or commercial products

Why Join us?
The S5GConnect programme will equip
businesses and citizens of Scotland with the skills
they need to use 5G technology as an enabler for
the good of their business.
Local SME’s, entrepreneurs and partners will have
the opportunity to engage with S5GConnect hubs
at three different levels.

Hub Locations and Sectors
Dumfries
• Remote Healthcare
• Agriculture
Dundee
• Gaming, AR/ VR, Simulation
• Interactive Entertainment/ Tourism
Forth Valley
• Environmental
• Net Zero Goals

Create
new tools and services to
combat cyber-crime activities.

Events
Look out for S5GC events happening near you by
visiting scotland5gcentre.org/events

Contact Us
on our online contact form.
info@scotland5gcentre.org

Our Partners:

Monthly
Newsletter
• The Crichton Trust
Get the
events
and developments
• latest
South
of Scotland
Enterprise at the Scotland
5G Centre by signing up to our online newsletter.
• Borderlands Inclusive Growth Deal

Thank you
Create
new tools and services to
combat
cyber-crime
activities
.
www. scotland5gcentre.org

